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Abstract  

Wireless sensor network is an intelligent network system which has the self-monitoring 

functionality. It consists of many low-cost, low-power and small-sized sensor nodes that can 

communicate with each other to perform sensing and data processing. Acting as an important 

role in the system, network coverage usually has a huge effect on the system’s lifetime. 

In this thesis, particle swarm algorithm was used as a method to optimize the coverage in the 

coverage of wireless sensor network. A network coverage optimization strategy based on 

particle swarm optimization was proposed and MATLAB was used as a tool to apply the 

algorithm. The model used in this thesis is the probability sensing model and the coverage 

type is area coverage. Effectiveness of the algorithm is proved by simulation. The simulation 

of the algorithm suggests the optimal deployment can be determined if a certain parameter 

which in this thesis is the sensing range is given. 
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1 Introduction 

With the popularity of the micro-electro-mechanism (MEMS) and the development of 

wireless communications, it is possible to construct low-cost, small-sized and low-power 

sensor nodes that can perform detection, computation and data communication of ambient 

condition. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) is made up of these tiny sensor nodes that can 

route the processed data to an operation center called sink as illustrated in Fig.1-1. This 

advanced technology can be used in various application areas (e.g., military, transportation, 

industrial production, health, etc.) due to its significant improvement compared to traditional 

sensors. The sensor node is most likely to be battery based device. Moreover, under certain 

circumstances it is impossible to replace the batteries [1]. So consequently, to operate the 

sensor networks more efficiently and to maximize the lifetime of the system, energy efficient 

deployment, circuits, architecture, algorithms and protocols are needed[2]. 

 

 

Fig.1-1 Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor field. 

 

Different strategies were developed and are being applied to the sensor network. Coverage 

control is one popular area and the objective is to operate WSN more efficiently by 

controlling the position of the sensor nodes, the route of the data transmission, etc. while 

having the limitations on the resources such as the energy stored in the sensor nodes, the 
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wireless communication bandwidth and the computational capacities [3]. Accordingly, the 

study on network coverage is fundamental in the optimization of the wireless sensor network. 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop an algorithm based on particle swarm 

optimization and apply it to the wireless sensor network to optimize the rate of coverage in 

the system. The description of Particle Swarm Optimization as well as its discrete 

mathematical expression is introduced. Then the coverage type, the coverage model used in 

this thesis and the evaluation criterion are discussed.  At last, the simulation of the algorithm 

is performed by MATLAB and the results are analyzed to show the efficiency of the 

algorithm. By adopting such algorithm, the optimal deployment can be determined and 

sensing range can be identified to fulfill the goal of complete-coverage.  
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2 Theory 

2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique 

developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [4] in 1995, inspired by social behavior of organisms 

such as bird flocking. The term "swarm" was used in accordance with a paper by Millonas [5], 

who developed the models for application in artificial life and articulated five basic principles 

of swarm intelligence. The term "particle" was referred as a compromise since the population 

members could have the velocities and accelerations while still be mass-less and volume-less. 

Particle swarm optimization is an effective algorithm for optimizing a wide range of functions 

compared with other optimization algorithms [4]. 

 

2.1.1 Optimization Problem 

Optimization problem refers to finding the best solution which can get the optimal value from 

all possible solutions. Optimization concept reflects a very common phenomenon in human 

practice which is to get the optimum efficiency within the possible range. 

 

Optimization problem also means to find a solution which can get the minimum or maximum 

value of the objective function in the feasible region, which can be expressed mathematically 

as: 

                                                     

                                                                                                          (2.1) 

 

In (2.1),         is the objective function,       is the constraint function which can be 

multiple, S is the constraint domain and X is the dimension optimization variable. The 

formula of maximum optimization problem also can be transformed by the formula of 

minimum optimization problem as above. 

Optimization technology can be an application technology which can solve all kinds of 

engineering problems to get the optimal solution. And according to its applications, 

optimization problem can be divided to functional optimization problem and combinatorial 

optimization problem: 
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 Function optimization problem: the target must be continuous variable in a certain 

interval. The performance of the algorithm is often based on benchmark function, and 

currently the benchmark functions include Rosenbrock, Griewank, Rastrigin and Sphere. 

 Combinatorial optimization problem: the target should be in a discrete condition within 

the solution space. Combinatorial optimization is always related to sorting, classification 

and screening, and it is an important branch of the operational research. 

2.1.2 Principle of PSO algorithm 

In PSO algorithm, each individual can be seen as a particle with no volume in a 

multidimensional search space, flying with a certain speed. The particle's flying speed is 

always in a dynamical condition according to the flying experiences of itself and the group. 

The definitions are: 

(1)                    is the i-th particle. 

(2)                    is the current flying speed of the i-th particle. 

(3)                    is the best position in the experience of the i-th particle, which also 

refers to the place where has the optimal value in the experience of the i-th particle. 

 

Suppose f(x) is a minimized specific function, the best position for particle “i” is defined as 

(2.2): 

         
                                          

                                    
                                   (2.2)  

If particle t+1 has a better position, the best position for particle “i” is updated. If not, then the 

optimal value in the experience remains unchanged.  

Suppose the number of the particles in a group is s, and the global best position is     , its 

expression is in (2.3): 

                                                                          (2.3) 

 

Based on above definitions, the evolution formulas of PSO algorithm are described as (2.4) 

and (2.5): 

                                                                       (2.4) 

                                                                                                      (2.5) 
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In (2.4), index "j" refers to the dimension of the question searched by particles; "i" refers to 

the number of particles; "t" refers to iterations;    and    are the accelerating constants in the 

algorithm, which is usually in the range of 0 to 2; "         " and "         " are two 

independent uniformly distributed random variables; "   " is usually valued in a certain range.  

 

There are three parts in (2.4): the first part is the speed of the particle in last iterative; the 

second part can be seen as the "cognitive" part which is the distance between the current 

position with best position of the particle, which indicates that particles can learn on itself; 

third part can be seen as the "social" part which is the distance between the current position 

with the global the best position, this represents the collaboration between the particles. It can 

be seen that particles have the ability of self understanding and learning from other particles, 

and the particles will go near to their best positions and global best position. In (2.5), particles 

can get new speed by (2.4) and fly to a new position. 

 

PSO algorithm mainly follows five basic principles articulated by Millonas [4]: 

 Proximity principle: the population should have the ability to make simple 

computations.  

 Quality principle: the population should have the ability to make adjustment 

according to the quality factors in the environment.  

 Diverse response principle: the population should not restrict itself into extremely 

narrow channels. 

 Stability principle: the population should maintain a rather stable status in spite of the 

frequent changes of the environment.  

 Adaptability principle: the population should have the ability to alter behavior mode 

when the consumption of energy and resource is worthy.  
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2.1.3 The Basic Flow of the PSO Algorithm 

 

Fig.2-1, Particle swarm algorithm basic flow chart 
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2.1.4 Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

Discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm is referred to applying PSO algorithm in 

binary coding. 

In binary coding,       should be either 0 or 1. But the results of       may not be integer, the 

result of           after iteration still can be any number except 0 and 1, to make it 0 and 1, 

the fuzzy function is introduced, the definition is:  

                           
 

          
                                                       (2.6) 

Iterative formula is: 

                                           
                             

                                         
                                        (2.7) 

In (2.7),         is an evenly distributed random number. So we limit           in set 

{0,1}. In PSO algorithm, speed       can affect the current position       and its direction, 

which makes algorithm do the search in a given space. In PSO algorithm with binary code, 

      can only show a probability, if one dimension component of a particle is 0, the 

probability for its changing to 1 is         , in the opposite situation, the probability 

is             . Then the changing probability of every dimension component can be 

defined as (2.8): 

                                                                                                                  (2.8)  

2.2 WSN Network Coverage 

2.2.1 Coverage Type 

2.2.1.1 Sensing Model 

 

The sensing model of the sensor determines its covering and monitoring ability directly. In 

the study of wireless sensor network, two kinds of sensing model are mainly applied: binary 

sensing model and probability sensing model. 

 

(1) Binary Sensing Model 

In a two dimensional plane, the covering area of sensor nodes is a circular area with radius of 

R. This circular area is called "Sensing Disk".    is called the sensing radius, which is 
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determined by the physical properties of the sensing unit. Suppose the coordinates of the node 

is         , in the binary sensing model, for any point on the plane, the probability of that 

node s can detect the events occurs on p is: 

                                           
                        
                         

                                                       (2.9) 

In (2.9),                           is the Euclidean distance between point 

         and node         . Similarly, in binary sensing model, the sensing area of sensor 

nodes in a three dimensional space is a spherical area with radius of   . 

 

(2) Probability sensing model  

The binary sensing model assumes that the detection of events by sensor nodes is determined. 

But in the actual application environment, the detection ability of the sensor nodes is unstable 

due to the interference of environment noise and the decrease of the signal intensity.  

 

Assume that the targeting area A is a two dimensional plane, the number of the sensor nodes 

with the same parameters put on this plane is N, the coordinates of every nodes are given, and 

the sensing radius is r, communication radius is R (R=2r). The sensor nodes set is expressed 

as              ,              is a circle with radius r. Assume that the targeting area A 

is digital discrete with     pixels, the pixel's coordinate is (x,y), then the distance between 

the pixel k and the node i is                            . The event that the pixel is 

covered by sensor node is defined as   , then the probability of occurring this event is      , 

and the probability of the pixel (x, y) covered by node     is: 

                                                
                         
                          

                                         (2.10) 

Due to the environment and noise interference, the sensing model of sensor nodes should 

distribute in a certain probability: 

                                   

                                                       

 
  

      
       

 
                     

                                                             

                         (2.11) 

           is the reliability parameter of the measuring of sensor nodes,             are 

the measuring parameters related to the characteristic of sensor nodes,       are input 

parameters: 

                                                                   (2.12) 

                                                                   (2.13) 
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To increase the measuring probability, more sensor nodes are needed to measure the target: 

                        

             

                                     
                               (2.14)  

    is the sensor nodes set used to measure the target. 

2.2.1.2 The basic types of coverage control 

According to the difference of covering targets, the coverage problem of static wireless sensor 

network can be divided into three types: area coverage, point coverage and barrier coverage 

[6]. The area coverage requires that every point in the target area should be covered by at least 

one node; point coverage considers the coverage of several discrete targets; barrier coverage 

puts attention on the monitoring ability for the moving target, it requires that a moving target 

should be discovered when moving along any route across the targeting area. 

 Area coverage 

The area coverage is one of the most common coverage problems. The area coverage requires 

that the sensing range of working nodes cover the whole targeting area, which means any 

point in target area can be covered. 

                            

                              Fig. 2-2 Area coverage 

 

The number of pixels in the monitored area is A, the cover rate of every pixel can be 

measured by          , the area coverage rate of C (        ) is defined as the ratio of the 

covered area of nodes set C and the area of A where m and n are length and width 

respectively: 

                                 
          

   
                                                          (2.15)   

 

 Point coverage 
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Point coverage means that the discrete target points can be covered in any time. It only 

monitors a finite number of discrete points in targeting area. Only one sensor nodes set works 

in each time interval, the other sets will be awakened in proper order. Therefore the 

optimization of the point coverage is to find the maximum number of the non-intersect sets, 

and to extend the time interval, the whole network lifetime will be prolonged.  

Unlike area coverage, point coverage only needs the data of a neighbor set, while area 

coverage needs the geometry data. In Fig. 2-3, triangles are the points needed to be covered 

and the circles are the sensing nodes. 

                            

                          Fig. 2-3 vertex cover 

 Barrier coverage 

Barrier coverage is expressed as finding one or more routes with starting position and ending 

position when the targets pass through the area deployed with sensor nodes. The significance 

is to determine the best network deployment. The author in reference [7] indicated the barrier 

coverage model of wireless sensor network for the first time. The literature defined the 

Maximal-Support-Path (MSP) and Maximal-Breach-Path (MBP) route. The points on MSP 

route have the minimum distance with the nearest node, while the points on MBP route have 

the maximum distance with the nearest node. MSP route and MBP route corresponds to the 

best and the worst network covering quality. 

                        

                         Fig. 2-4 barrier coverage 
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2.2.1.3 The evaluation of criterion of network coverage 

When constructing the wireless sensor network, the network coverage is a basic question, 

which is raised to deploy the sensor nodes to maximize the network coverage rate. By 

measuring the network coverage, the blind spots can be found, so that the distribution of 

sensor nodes can be optimized. Generally, the quality of sensing service is the metric for 

measuring wireless sensor network coverage. 

 

Wireless sensor network coverage reflects the sensing service quality of a sensor network. In 

this section, the basic concept of network coverage will be explained and the evaluation of the 

criterion will be introduced to form the foundation for the further study and algorithm design. 

(1) Sensing range 

In wireless sensor network, the maximum physical space detected by a single sensor node can 

be called the sensing range or covering range of this node. In practical application, the sensing 

range is determined by its hardware characteristic. In the study of network coverage, the 

sensing range of a sensor node is always determined by a sensing model. In Boolean model, 

sensing range is also called sensing radius. 

(2) Sensing precision 

The sensing precision of node is regarded as the accuracy of the data gathered by that node, 

which can be expressed as: 

                                         
  

  
                                                                           (2.16) 

In (2.16),   is sensing precision,    is the measured value of the node,    is the actual value.  

(3) Sensing probability 

Sensing probability is also called coverage probability. Generally, it is the possibility that the 

target can be monitored by the nodes. In the study of coverage algorithm, sensing probability 

is related to the sensing model of the network.  

(4) Omission factor 

In target covering, omission factor corresponds to the sensing probability. It is the possibility 

that the target can be missed by the node. It is closely related to the node's characteristic and 

the application environment. 

(5) Coverage 

In order to measure the quality of the network coverage, the author in reference [8] put 

forwards the concept of coverage. It is defined as the ratio of the total area covered by nodes 

and the whole target area: 
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                                                                   (2.17) 

In (2.17), C is the coverage. A is the whole target area. N is the number of the nodes.    is the 

coverage of the i-th node. 

(6) Cover efficiency 

Cover efficiency is used to measure the availability of the coverage, which reflects the cover 

condition and the whole network power consumption condition. It is defined as below: 

                                                 
        

        
                                                                 (2.18) 

According to this definition, the cover efficiency also reflects the redundancy level of 

electricity saving. 

(7) Cover multiplicity 

Cover multiplicity is the redundancy level of a covered area. If this area is in the sensing 

range of K nodes, its cover multiplicity is K. The expression is: 

                                                                   
   
    

    
        

          
                                                (2.19) 

    refers to the cover multiplicity of the area A.    is the sensing range of the i-th node.     is 

1 when the cover range of the i-th node covers area A.     is 0 when the cover range of the i-th 

node does not cover area A. As we can see from (2.16), the higher the cover multiplicity is the 

less area is covered therefore the worse the system behaves. 

(8) Network lifetime 

The definitions for the network lifetime are different due to the different wireless sensor 

network application. Some applications defines that network lifetime is over when all the 

nodes are dead; some applications defines that network lifetime is over when the number of 

dead nodes exceed a certain threshold; some applications defines that network lifetime is over 

when the coverage rate is under a certain threshold. 

(9) Cover time  

Cover time is the time from start-up to be ready of all the working nodes when the targeting 

area gets covered. Cover time can be decreased by the optimization algorithm and hardware 

improvement. 

(10) Average moving distance 

Average moving distance is the average value of the moving distance when the node moves to 

final position. The smaller this distance is, the less the energy consumption will be. In 
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practical application, this distance should be decreased and the difference between the energy 

consumption of different nodes should also be decreased.  
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3 Process and Results 

3.1 Method 

Assume that the monitoring target is a 20x20 square meter area which is made up of a number 

of pixels with an area of 1 square meter. The positions of the nodes are indicated with “°” and 

described in Fig.3-1. 

 

Fig.3-1, 20 sensor nodes deployed randomly 

 

The model used is probability sensing model and area coverage is selected as the type of 

control. 

 

To get the area coverage rate: 

1) Calculate the coverage rate of one pixel to each sensor node using (2.11);  

2) Calculate the joint coverage rate of the pixel using (2.14); 

3) Repeat step 1) and 2) to calculate the joint coverage rate of each pixel; 

4) Calculate the area coverage rate using (2.15) and use it as the objective of the coverage 

control algorithm. 

 

Assume that one group has the number of m particles. Each particle is composed with D 

dimensional sensor units that have different positions. For particle i,    indicates its position, 
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                  . It flies with the speed of                     . The best position 

      that the unit passed by is expressed as                        . The best position for 

the group is denoted as    which is also noted as      . 

 

The flow chart of the optimization algorithm is described in Fig.3-2:  

 

Fig.3-2  
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3.2 Simulation and Result 

In this section, the effectiveness of the network coverage optimization strategy will be 

determined through a simulation experiment, and the result of simulation will be discussed. 

Part of the MATLAB code is given in Appendix. The condition for simulation experiment is 

described in Table.3-1: 

 

Table.3-1 

Number of 

Sensor 

Area 

Length 

            Maximum 

Iterations 

20 20 m 1 0 1 0.5 400 

 

 

Under this simulation condition, the sensing radius r will be varied to determine how it affects 

the cover performance. With the different sensing radius r, the iterations - coverage rate and 

the coverage effect are shown in Fig.3-2 to Fig.3-7: 

 

 

Fig.3-2     r=1.5m 
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Fig.3-3     r=2.0m 

 

 

Fig.3-4     r=2.5m 

 

Fig.3-5     r=3.0m 
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Fig.3-5     r=4.0m 

 

Fig.3-7     r=5m 
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4 Discussion 

As a result, in this simulation, the algorithm successfully found the best deployment strategy 

for this application. The position as well as the sensing range of each sensor node was 

determined to fulfill the goal of maximum coverage. 

 

As Table 4-1 and Fig. 4-1 show, the coverage rate increases as the sensing radius r increases. 

While the iterations decreases as the sensing radius r increases. When r reaches to 5m, the 

target area is completely covered. According to the results of simulation, the experimental 

data table can be made as below: 

 

Table 4-1 

Sensing 

Radius 

1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 

Iterations 130 100 76 61 55 48 

Coverage 

Rate 

22.93% 39.98% 58.68% 76.53% 94.13% 100% 

 

According to Table 4-1, the curves of iterations and coverage rate referring to the sensing 

radius can be obtained. 
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Fig. 4-1 

 

As the Fig.4-1 suggests, the number of iterations increases as the sensing radius increases. 

The iterations reaches to 130 when r=1.5m; it reaches to 100 when r=2m; it reaches to 76 

when r=2.5m, when r is changing from 1.5m to 2.5m, the slope of the curve is large. When r 

is changing from 3m to 5m, the slope is getting smaller, which indicates that the descending 

speed of the iterations decreases.  

The coverage rate increases as sensing radius increases, it reaches to 22.93% when r=1.5m; it 

reaches to 39.98% when r=2; it reaches 58.68% when r=2.5m, when r goes from 1.5 to 2.5, 

the slope of the ascending curve is large. But when r is from 3 to 5, the slope gets smaller, 

which means the ascending speed of the cover rate decreases.  

 

Since the initial positions of nodes are generated randomly so the diagram of the results are 

not exactly the same each time. Admittedly, there may be a small possibility that the initial 

deployment plan is the optimal one. However, the objective is unchanged and fulfilled by 

adopting the algorithm, which is to find the best deployment strategy of the sensor network. 
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5 Conclusions 

Wireless sensor network has made a far-reaching influence on our daily life. As a 

fundamental issue being discussed within this system, the coverage problem is of great 

importance for us to study due to its significant effect on the lifetime and the efficiency of the 

network. This thesis has presented an approach to adopt the particle swarm optimization to 

optimize the coverage in wireless sensor network. The probability sensing model was used to 

evaluate the performance of the network. The optimal deployment was found by using PSO to 

search the global. Finally, the effectiveness was proved with the simulation conducted by 

MATLAB.  

 

Although the range as well as the position of each sensor node can be determined by the 

algorithm, the sensing models still need to be optimized so that the simulation can be more 

representative and reliable. Initial coverage can be well fit into the ideal models like the 

model used in this thesis, but in reality it is unlikely to pre-determine all the factors in the area 

given the fact that in certain applications the networks have to face some hostile conditions 

during the surveillance. Therefore, the network should have a self-organized functionality to 

dynamically adapt itself into the environment. To adjust the range of sensor nodes regarding 

the location and the moving status of the target is one important research area since the longer 

the sensor can sense the more energy it will consume. The research on the node scheduling 

scheme is also essential because the adoption of such scheme can save much power in the 

system by scheduling certain nodes into sleeping mode while the target is out of their range. 

Moreover, the mobility of sensor nodes is also open to research. Currently most of the 

research concentrates on the scenario that the network or the sensor nodes are static but under 

certain circumstances such as battle field, it requires that the sensor nodes be able to change 

its position according to some instructions so that the monitoring can be performed 

continuously without human interference.  
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Appendix  

Part of the MATLAB code: 

 

Main: 

u=0; 

feval('initiate'); 

for i=1:400  

            

if PBEST<0.0000000000001  

                

break; 

else for k=1:POPSIZE  

for t=1:DIMENSION 

                       

individual(k).speed(t)=W*individual(k).speed(t)+C1*rand(1)*(individual(k).b

est(t)-individual(k).number(t))+C2*rand(1)*(P(t)-individual(k).number(t)); 

if individual(k).speed(t)>VMAX 

individual(k).speed(t)=VMAX; 

end 

                    

individual(k).number(t)=individual(k).number(t)+individual(k).speed(t); 

if individual(k).number(t)<XMIN 

individual(k).number(t)=2*XMIN-individual(k).number(t); 

end 

if individual(k).number(t)>XMAX 

individual(k).number(t)=2*XMAX-individual(k).number(t); 

end 

end 

feval('calculation',k); 

feval('localbest',k); 

end 

feval('globalbest',i); 

end 

u=u+1; 

min_plot(u)=PBEST; 

min_value(u)=PBESTvalue; 

end 

PBEST=PBEST,  
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ii=1:u;   

plot(ii,min_plot) 

figure 

plot(ii,min_value) 

figure 

x1=PBESTPOP(1:20) 

y1=PBESTPOP(21:40) 

plot(x1,y1,'o'); 

grid on 

axis equal 

axis([0, 20, 0 ,20])  

hold on 
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Calculation part (r=5) : 

 

x=[x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,x10,x11,x12,x13,x14,x15,x16,x17,x18,x19,x20]; 

y=[x21,x22,x23,x24,x25,x26,x27,x28,x29,x30,x31,x32,x33,x34,x35,x36,x37,x38,

x39,x40]; 

r=5; 

re=2.5; 

a1=1; 

a2=0; 

b1=1; 

b2=0.5; 

pcov{20,20}=[]; 

for t=1:20 

for i=1:20 

    for j=1:20 

        a=[i-1,j-1]; 

        dcp=((a(1)-x(t))^2+(a(2)-y(t))^2)^(1/2); 

        if dcp<=(r-re) 

       pcov{i,j}(t,:)=1; 

   elseif dcp>=(r+re) 

       pcov{i,j}(t,:)=0; 

   else 

    r1=re-r+dcp; 

    r2=re+r-dcp; 

        pcov{i,j}(t,:)=exp(((-a1)*r1*b1)/(r2*b2)+a2); 

   end 

    end 

end 

end 

ccc=1; 

for i=1:20 

    for j=1:20 

        for t=1:20 

            ccc=ccc*(1-pcov{i,j}(t,:)); 

        end 

        PCOV(i,j)=1-ccc; 

        ccc=1; 

    end 

end 

   value=(sum(sum(PCOV)))/400; 
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   individual(num).fitness=1/value; 

   individual(num).value=value; 

   return 
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